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Abstract - Disaster-LINK could be a sensible IoT device that acts as alarm and observation system throughout 

natural disasters that operates by act over web. It comes with Wi-Fi ,for web it uses an IoT cloud platform that 

helps to manage and examine the device. The device senses its native surroundings by using sensors and sends 

early warnings to family, friends and colleagues right away once it finds a disaster scenario. Its additionally able 

to receive such warning alarms from alternative similar devices out there on the web and send the user with 

voice, flashing message, SMS and E-mail alarm notifications. A definitive point of the venture is to unfurl the 

debacle cautioning information expediently through web and assemble it out there to individuals who might 

want it as right on time as potential. the undeniable reality that web is speedier than the seismal influxes of 

partner tremor, and far faster than a surge or tsunami, causes the gadget to convey the alarm message plentiful 

before the specific catastrophe achieve the clients area giving that critical extra time to require those safety 

measure crisis measures. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

During a flood, earthquake or tidal wave, some minutes or maybe some seconds’ additional notice is the 

distinction between life and death [1-2]. View as instance, the tidal wave that affected east outline of Bharat 

back in 2004 or the recent disaster like metropolis flood; wherever none of those unlucky souls had received any 

advanced warning [3]. Had associate early detection system been in situ, several lives and valuable properties 

might are saved [4]. This can be truly a worldwide drawback and not confined to the borders of our country 

alone. Though associate earthquake or tidal wave can't be prevented, the impact of them is satisfied through 

community readiness, timely warnings and effective response. 

 

II. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

 

The primary aim of the project is to unfold the disaster warning info quickly through web and build it out there 

to people who would like it as early as potential. the actual fact that web is quicker than the seismal waves of 

associate earthquake [5], and far quicker than a flood or tidal wave, helps the device to deliver the alert message 

abundant before the particular cataclysm reach the user’s location giving that important overtime to require 

those precaution [6-7] emergency measures. Figure 1 shows that the hardware module. 

 

1. Wi-Fi – The device uses Wi-Fi communication to connect to the internet. Wi-Fi is a local area wireless 

computer technology that allows devices to connect to the network using 2.4 GHz radio band. It connects to 

the internet through a wireless network access point. Typically we need a wireless router to act as the 

wireless access point. 

 

2. Cloud Platform – An IoT cloud platform is a server based system that is used to connect and manage an 

IoT product using web services that enable the device to communicate between each other and also between 

other web applications over internet. Our device acts as a client and sends its data to the exosite cloud 

platform through a data source channel. Any device that needs this information must subscribe to this data 

channel and can receive and act upon it. The communication between the cloud and the device happens 

through HTTP application layer protocol. Data will be sent in JSON format. Exosite provides free accounts 

to connect and manage the device. It also allows the user to monitor the sensor values using a web 

dashboard. 
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Figure 1: Hardware Module 

 

3. Sensors – A MEMS accelerometer is used to detect earthquake and landslides. A Water level sensor acts as 

a flood and tsunami detection mechanism. A heat sensor acts as a fire outbreak detector. 

4. Actuators – In addition to sensing, the device can take a few defensive measures on its own like fire 

sprinkler control and flood water exhaust pump activation in case of an emergency. A servo motor is used 

as the sprinkler valve control mechanism and a DC motor as water pump activation mechanism. Both these 

motors are controlled using PWM signal generation. 

5. Audio Alarm – The audio warnings can provide a loud beep alarm sound and can use a voice that tells 

“earthquake” or “flood” or “fire”. The audio is pre-stored in a memory card in MP3 format and played back 

using an audio codec chip. A dedicated ARM microcontroller will be used for audio playback functionality. 

6. Light Alarm – The device has a bright RGB LED that flashes coloured lights as an alarm to indicate 

different disaster event. 

7. User Interface – A USB based Serial port terminal acts as the main user interface. Notification LED’s are 

also used to indicate Wi-Fi provisioning and cloud server connection status. 

8. E-Mail and SMS Alert – The cloud platform supports applying data rules on the incoming data stream 

from the client and can dispatch an E-mail or SMS to those recipients entered by the user. The user must 

manually enter the e-mail address and mobile number on the cloud platform account.  

 

Our device acts as a user and sends its information to the exosite cloud platform through a knowledge supply 

channel. Any device that wants this info should buy this information channel and may receive and influence it. 

The communication between the cloud and therefore the device happens through protocol application layer 

protocol. Information is sent in JSON format. Exosite provides free accounts to attach and manage the device. 

CC3200 Microcontroller the high concert CC3200 is that the manufacturing's 1st single-chip Microcontroller 

(MCU) with intrinsically Wi-Fi property for the Launch Pad network.   
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Blynk could be a Platform with iOS and robot applications to manage IoT advancement sheets, for instance, TI 

CC3200 Launch cushion over the net. It's a complicated dashboard wherever we will assemble a practical 

interface for our venture by simply relocating gadgets. It utterly upheld by TI CC3200 Launch cushion, because 

it is connected to the net over Wi-Fi.  

How to use Blynk Create a Blynk Account 

 Create a brand new Project 

 Choose CC3200 Launch pad Get Auth Token and Add a appliance 

 Assign Real or Virtual Pin to appliance 

 Run the Project 

 Create a Sketch in Energia Compile and transfer 

 Energia and Implementation 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Energia Tool 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Disaster LINK Implementation 

 

Energia is associate ASCII text file instrumentality prototyping stage started by Lone-Star State Instruments 

MSP430 based mostly launching pad. The Energia IDE is cross stage and preserved on macintosh OS, 

Windows, and Linux. Figure 2 shows that the Energia Tool.  Figure 3 shows that the hardware implementation. 

The provisioning method involves loading the station with the network name stated as SSID and its security 

credentials. The user must send the predefined positive identification. Though there are unit alternative 

strategies like Access purpose technique and WPS technique, here we tend to area unit about to use sensible 

Configure technique for Wi-Fi provisioning our device thanks to its simple use. Sensible Configure could be a 

TI proprietary provisioning technique designed for headless SimpleLink devices like Disaster-LINK device. It 

uses a mobile app to broadcast the network identification from a sensible phone, or a pill to associate 

unprovisioned Wi-Fi device. When the network credentials area unit picked up by the SimpleLink device, it 

connects mechanically to the network. User will transfer the mobile app from Google Play. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

There area unit national and regional seismal and tidal wave warning centres which will offer suggested 

information over webpage. Our contrivance is beginning at no longer ready to urge this notice notably from that 

locales, but this section is imitated mistreatment the cloud organizes in our wander. Almost immediately, a 

notice centre will get the detector information from our device by talking with the cloud prepare, and may 
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separate {the data from the info} stream to support a lot of information. The a lot of that our devices area unit 

passed on, the a lot of actual and extreme its framework can advance toward planning. 
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